




CONCEPT- An Introduction to the 
SDS 9 

 
The SDS 9 is a 5-drum kit, comprising bass, snare and 3 tom-toms, 
triggering up to 40 complete "drum kits" (20 factory and 20 programmable 
presets). 
 
Hitting a specific pad triggers the corresponding channel on the 
"electronics".  A microprocessor controls the dynamic (or volume) of each 
individual "hit" giving a sensitivity to playing previously unheard of in 
electronic drums: a "real" drum feel, in fact! 
 
The SIMMONS SDS 9 gives you the sounds, feel and control of acoustic 
drums plus all the sounds and advantages of electronic drums. 
 
To add to all this "reality", the small pads (snare and toms) have a floating 
head, the snare also has a rim shot/cross-stick facility and the bass pad is 
piston loaded - giving you the feel and playability of acoustic drums. 
 
The SDS 9 electronically synthesises the sounds of each drum.  The bass, 
snare and toms use different methods of synthesis - each the most 
appropriate for the sound and control you require.  The bass is software 
generated directly by the computer.  The snare/rim are digital samples of 
acoustic drums.  The tom-toms are synthesised using analogue circuitry. The 
toms also have a unique 'second skin' switch to match the sound and 
response of a double headed acoustic tom.   
 
The program/store memory facility allows you to build up your own drum 
sounds.  These programmed sounds can be saved to tape, giving you almost 
limitless capacity to store new sounds, or recall previously stored sounds. 
 
There is also a sophisticated automatic trigger that allows sounds to be 
reviewed without hiffing the pads, and a mode where the drums can be 
triggered by buffon tapping. 
 
The SDS 9 is the first drum kit that has a built in MIDI interface.  This is 
completely assignable in terms of voice changes and note values.  By using 
the MIDI interface you can directly interface with many available keyboard 



synthesisers and playtheirvoices from the pads.  You can also use MIDI real 
time recorders/sequencers to record your playing and then playback the SDS 
9 exactly as you played it. 
 
Another interesting feature of the SDS 9 is its' built in programmable echo.  
This programmable effect can be used for single 'slap back' echo or for long 
repeating echoes to produce stunningly unique rhythmic-ic-ic patterns and 
eff-eff-eff-ects-ects. 
 
We have done a lot of work using the latest high technology and computer 
aided design tools to develop the SDS 9 - a new instrument, using new 
voicing techniques and new materials to give you everything any acoustic kit 
has to offer and much more besides - the kit that's destined to add a whole 
new dimension to your art. 
 
All of us at SIMMONS hope that you enjoy the use of your SDS 9 and that 
it gives you the edge. 
 
Simon Davidmann  
April 1985 
 
 



 



 



 



 



 



PLAYING THE "FACTORY"SOUNDS 
 

POWER ON! 
Once you have connected up all the leads the next thing to do is switch on!  The power switch is 

on the top right of the electronics. 
 

SELECTING A KIT 
When the power is turned on the "Bank" light will show above "A" and the "Kit Display" will 
show "1". This means you are on "Factory Kit" A1 (or Bank A, kit 1). There are 4 banks, each 
containing 5 kits giving you a total of 20 "Factory" kits. These kits can be "accessed" by 
pushing the "Bank Select" or "Kit Select" buttons (situated below the displays). You can also 
change the kits in any one bank using the footswitch. Each tap on the switch advances the 
number by 1 through to 5 and then cycles back to 1, and so on. With a bit of practise you 
should be able to change the kits whilst playing, by using the footswitch. 

 
PAD SENSITIVITY 
The sensitivity of the drum pads is controllable, using the sensitivity pots at the top of each 
individual channel. This allows you to alter the sensitivity of each drum according to our own 
taste and preference. (Note that the snare has two sensitivity pots - one for the drum middle and 
one for the rim). 

 
When set low (anti-clockwise) the drums must be struck very hard to produce a "hard" sound and 
when set high (clockwise), the drums will produce a "hard" sound with a very light tap of the 
stick. These controls should be set to facilitate your technique. Of course the perceived sensitivity 
of the pad will also be affected by the weight and type of stick, and in the case of the bass drum, 
the type and throw of the beater. 

 
The playing surfaces of the SDS 9 have been designed to emulate the response of a conventional 
drum head, but we do recommend that you experiment with various weights of stick and select 
the type that suits you best. Similarly with bass drum beaters the choice is yours, however we do 
suggest that you avoid the use of wooden beaters. The playing surfaces will not wear out but will 
mark at the point of impact. These marks can be removed with a damp cloth. 
 
PLAY AWAY 
At this point we recommend that you experiment with the 20 'Factory pre-set kits'. Explore the 
feel of the pads and interaction of the sounds programmed forthe rim and snare. As well as 
amplification, reverb etc. Note that whilst playing the snare, the rim can be struck anywhere and 
will produce the rim sound at a volume dependent upon how hard it has been struck. If the rim 
and snare are struck simultaneously, both sounds are accented. 
 
A list of factory sounds are listed at the back of the manual. 
 



 



AUTO-TRIGGER 
 
Another useful function. There are several different types of Auto-Trigger, 
but for the time being we'll cover only one. Pressing the Auto-trigger button 
will start a cycle triggering each drum "voice" in sequence, (bass drum, 
snare, rim, hi tom, med tom, lo tom). 
 
The speed of the trigger cycle can be adjusted whilst in this mode using 
"Program Variable" pot 6 (Auto Speed).  The "dynamic" or volume at which 
the voices are triggered is controlled by pot 5 (Auto Trig Dynam).  This 
changes the "hardness of hit" (in drummer jargon!).  You'll find that with 
some of the presets, changing the trigger dynamic can have a dramatic 
effect! 
 
Whilst in Auto-Trigger mode it is possible to run through all 20 Factory kits 
(and User kits - keep reading to find out about them!). 
 
 

FOOTSWITCH 
 
The footswitch allows you to change "kits" in any one bank whilst playing.  
The kits will advance by 1 through to 5 and back to 1 etc.  It is still only 
possible to change banks using the bank select button. 
 
The footswitch is actually connected to the kit select button, so that any time 
you want to press the kit select button you can use the footswitch. 



 



SWITCHING BETWEEN 
THE SDS 9 MAIN MODES 
(OR-THE MODE BUTTON) 
 
You will by now have noticed that there is a led above the mode button that 
has been lit the play led - indicating you are in play mode!  In play mode the 
five buttons take the meaning described in the column above the play led 
(e.g. button tap, auto trig etc.). 
 
When you switch on the SDS 9 it will always power-up in play mode, with 
factory kit A1 selected. This is the normal 'playing' mode where all the 
sounds are available to you for performance.  The other two modes are used 
to program the various functions of the SDS 9, i.e. the sounds and midi. 
 
If you press the "Mode" button you will see the play led go off and the 'prog' 
led come on.  This indicates that you are now in programming mode.  The 
five buttons now take on the meaning described in the column above the 
prog led (e.g. voice select, save voice etc.).  If you keep pressing the mode 
button you will move to the midi mode, and again moves you back to the 
play mode. 
 
Thus you can tell what mode you are in and very easily what function each 
button currently is used for. 
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This Document Was Downloaded from 
Www.Simmons.Synth.Net 

 
And was donated by various members of the simmons drum synth mailing list. 

If you paid for this, you’ve been had! 
 
 


